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Dentons HPRP’s lawyers are encouraged to share their expertise with the public. Johannes, a Dentons HPRP lawyer
who has extensive experience in Corporate and Commercial matters, including Capital Markets, has been invited to
share his expertise in workshops held by respectable institutions.
Recently, Johannes was invited to speak in a legal short course on “Foreign Investment and its Relevance in Limited
Liability Companies” held by Pusat Pengembangan Hukum dan Bisnis Indonesia (the Indonesian Business and Legal
Development Center or PPHBI) in Jakarta (14/7). With other recognized experts, Johannes shared with the audience
the foreign investment policy in Indonesia, the List of Investment, joint ventures, corporate actions, and other
interesting issues related to foreign investment companies.
In another legal short course held by PPHBI earlier, Johannes was also invited as a speaker to share his expertise on
developing a Legal Due Diligence in Mergers, Acquisitions, and Consolidations (24/5). Attended by students of IPMI
International Business School and other business practitioners, the course provided comprehensive legal
understanding on the legal due diligence procedure in corporate actions, particularly in mergers, acquisitions, and
consolidations.
As a leading law firm with a wide and deep expertise in business and investment, Dentons HPRP has been
successful in providing strategic advisory and comprehensive legal assistance to corporations in their business in
Indonesia. Dentons HPRP has successfully assisted with major projects, including government projects.

About Dentons
Dentons is the world's largest law firm, connecting top-tier talent to the world's challenges and opportunities with
20,000 professionals including 12,000 lawyers, in more than 200 locations, in more than 80 countries. Dentons'
polycentric and purpose-driven approach, commitment to inclusion and diversity, and award-winning client service
challenge the status quo to advance client interests. www.dentons.com
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